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REBUTTAL
Summary
In the opening brief Appellant Jonathon Frantz asserted

many

errors

made by the

district

court in sanctioning him. Respondent does not contest the validity 0f any argument put forth

Appellant in his opening

was

brief.

Instead,

it

solely relies

0n the

voluntarily satisﬁed by parties other than Appellant

Appellant would continue t0 prosecute
appeal

is

satisfaction

and with

of the judgment Which

the understanding that

Respondent disingenously Claims

this appeal.

by

that the

“moot.”

If any

of the

plaintiffs in the original district court

for sanctions against them, Respondent’s

However,

their underlying dispute.

appellant,

argument

may have

that resolution does not

had a judgment wrongly entered against him

consequences 0f such.

Mr. Frantz

is

t0 a claim for contribution for the Mathis’s

When Mr.

and a hearing. As such,

the settlement

change the

for sanctions

fact that

and

that

he

Mr. Frantz,

now

suffers the

report those sanctions to his malpractice insurer,

turn will increase Mr. Frantz’s malpractice insurance

Osborns have waived

merit as those parties have settled

See Declaration 0f Jonathon Frantz, attached hereto.

now required t0

particularly egregious

proceeding were appealing the order

Frantz

premiums and he may possibly be
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that

moot; there

1

Mr. Frantz would

still

this is

his constitutionally guaranteed right to notice

is still

a justiciable issue; moreover, the

their right t0 seek to dismiss this matter

knowing

in

subj ect

conduct in satisfying the judgment. Moreover,

was denied

this appeal is not

which

When

the agreed t0 proceed With

prosecute this appeal.

REBUTTAL FACTS
1.

March 27, 2019: Osborns
1 1

2.

ﬁle their Motion for Fees against the Mathis Plaintiffs only. R.

1- 1 3

June

5,

2019: District court enters Judgment Awarding Attorney Fees Against Plaintiffs and

Jonathon Frantz, Jointly and Severally (the “Judgment”). R. 212-213.
3.

July 12, 2019: District court grants IRCP 54(b) certiﬁcate for the Judgment as

t0

Jonathon

Frantz only. R. 3 1 8-19.
4.

August

19, 2019:

Mr. Frantz ﬁles a notice 0f appeal regarding the Judgment Awarding

Attorney Fees Against
5.

November

5,

2019:

Plaintiffs.

On the

R. 359—392.

eve 0f the Mathises’ summary judgment hearing, the Osborns

accept the Mathises’ settlement offer. See Decl. Frantz, Ex. A.

6.

November

19, 2019: Mr. Frantz emails the Osborns’ counsel regarding the settlement, “I

have ﬁnished

my review

[of the settlement agreement].

settlement agreement documents] are attached.

.

The

redlines [version of the

See Decl. Frantz, EX. B. The most

notable changes that Mr. Frantz proposed in the settlement agreement

a.

is:

This release includes Defendants’ collection or enforcement 0f the

and fees awarded in the Memorandum Decision and Order on
Osborn Defendants’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees, signed by Judge Cynthia
K. C. Meyer and ﬁled 0n June 3, 2019 Plamﬁffs—appeaJ—ef—thegiﬁdef
costs

er—bediﬂmssedﬁpen—exeamen—eﬁhm—Agreement—and—Pkmﬁffs—wﬂ
net—ea—fefee—Ehe—eeﬂeeﬁefke-Fﬂmeheilgfamedérﬁhe—Grder— Within 5 days
0f execution hereof, Defendants and Jonathon Frantz shall also execute a
Stipulated Entry of Facts of Opinion

Frantz in the appeal of the

which

Memorandum

be ﬁled by Jonathon
Decision and Order on Osborn
shall

Defendants’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees. Defendants shall execute further

documents
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as

may be necessary to reverse and dismiss any Judgment

which has been entered herein and/or recorded with any recorder’s ofﬁce
(a satisfaction 0f judgment

C

See Decl. Frantz, EX.

is

not sufﬁcient).

(the redline version

of the settlement agreement that was

attached t0 the email, Exhibit B)(emphasis added).

November

7.

21,

2019 at 1:46pm: Counsel

for the

Osborns respond

to

Mr. Frantz’s proposed

change, identiﬁed above,

covered your concerns 0n the judgment by simply calling for a release of
lien and satisfaction ofjudgment. Anything else is totally unnecessary here
I

and, actually,

I

don’t think legally possible the

way you had

it

going to the

Supremes. That would never ﬂy, but the sat[isfaction ofjudgment] will cover
your issues on the sanctions. In any case, that small part should not in any
way hinder the settlement between our clients. ..

See Decl. Frantz, Ex.
8.

November

21,

D (emphasis added).

2019 at 4:42pm: Mr. Frantz responds

to counsel for the Osborns, “I disagree

with your conclusion about the concerns on the judgment. But, I

am ﬁne with What you

have proposed s0 long as you know that I may continue t0 prosecute

my appeal.

.

.”

See

Decl. Frantz, EX. E.

9.

November

25, 2019:

The Osborns and the Mathises execute

and General Mutual Release
Frantz

is

(the

a formal Settlement

Agreement

“Settlement Agreement”). See Decl. Frantz, Ex.

not a party to the Settlement Agreement (there

is

n0 signature

line for

F.

Mr.

Mr. Frantz).

Pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, the Mathises are to purchase the Osborns’ interest in
the real property at issue for $70,000,

and the Osborns’ are

to ﬁle a release

of lien and notice

of satisfaction ofjudgment 0f the Judgment.
10.

January

16, 2019:

The Mathises pay the Osborns $70,000. See Decl. of Frantz.
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11.

February

5,

2020: The Osborns ﬁle a Release of Lien and Satisfaction 0f Judgment as

required.

12.

Mr. Frantz’s malpractice insurance provider requires reporting of all sanctions ordered
against Mr. Frantz. See Frantz Decl., EX.

seeking

all

instances

F (Mr.

Frantz’s insurance renewal application

Where sanctions were granted against him).

REBUTTAL ARGUMENT
“The generally accepted
the payor’s right to appeal

is

test for

determining Whether satisfaction of a judgment cuts off

whether the satisfaction was voluntary.

involuntary, the appeal remains Viable.” Intern. Business

507, 509

I.

(Id. Ct.

If the satisfaction

Mach. Corp.

v.

was

Lawhom, 677 P.2d

App. 1984).

The Osborns have Submitted n0 Evidence that there was a Voluntary Payment
In support of their argument that this appeal

solitary

is

moot, the Osborns submit one

single,

document: a satisfaction ofjudgment. The Osboms submit no evidence that the

Judgement was satisﬁed

voluntarily; moreover, they submit

satisﬁed voluntarily by Jonathon Frantz.
case, carry the

burden 0f proving that

It is

their

no evidence

motion should be granted. Yet, they have not

Judgment. As such, the Osborns’ argument that

dismissed.
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Judgment was

axiomatic that the movant, the Osborns in this

submitted sufﬁcient evidence to show that Jonathon Frantz has
satisfy the

that the

this

made any voluntary payments
appeal

is

moot should be

to

2.

Mr. Frantz Made
This appeal

Judgment. In

fact,

N0 Payment,

is

not

moot because Jonathon Frantz never made any payment t0

Jonathon Frantz was not and

Agreement

to the extent that the Settlement

Frantz.

amount due

to the clerk

3.

is

is

considered a “voluntary payment”
that

was n0 Payment

at all 0n the

this

appeal

November

5,

was

real property at issue.

Not even

Frantz

4.

is

the Mathises

is

is

payment was made,

not a “payer.”

As

was

a

moot when a payor voluntarily
it

such, this appeal

While Mr. Frantz could not prohibit

make

it

clear that he
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summary judgment,

the

payment on the Judgment,

was made by
is

satisﬁes a judgment.

the Mathises, not

by Mr.

Frantz. Mr.

not moot.

The Osborns knew and Accepted that Mr. Frantz would Continue

Frantz did

for

made any payment on the Judgment.

a determination that there

whether or not an appeal

the extent that any

Instead, the

generically a $70,000 purchase price 0f the Osborns’ interest in the

Regardless, even if there

T0

at all.

between them. So, there never was any such

2019 email, Which was 0n the eve of an adverse motion

is

not moot.

judgment. Instead, as counsel for the Osborns pointed out in his

Settlement Agreement

the question

is

Judgment

parties reached a settlement that resolved the claims

t0 satisfy the

was not made

0f the court purusant t0 Idaho Code §10-1 1 15” in order to preserve his

Moreover, there was not any voluntary payment 0n the Judgment

payment

it

Mr. Frantz “could have paid the

However, Mr. Frantz never made any payment. As such,

In Fact, there

satisfy the

not a party t0 the Settlement Agreement. So,

The Osborns disingenuously argue

by Jonathon

appeal.

Involuntary 0r Otherwise

his clients

would continue the

from entering

t0

Prosecute

this

into a settlement,

appeal. In fact, this appeal

Appeal
Mr.

was ﬁled

several

months before a settlement between the Osborns and the Mathises was reached. At the time the
Plaintiff and

Defendant worked out the settlement agreement, Mr. Frantz had mutliple

conversations (written and oral) With counsel for the Osborns regarding the fact that a

satisfaction

ofjudgment would not be sufﬁcient. In

fact, in

Mr. Frantz’s return

speciﬁcally stated that, “Defendants shall execute ﬁthher documents as

may be

draft

he

necessary to

reverse and dismiss any Judgment Which has been entered herein and/or recorded With any
recorder’s ofﬁce (a satisfaction 0f judgment

is

not sufﬁcient).” See Decl. Frantz, EX. B.

Mr. Frantz speciﬁcally struck the language

that

would dismiss

the appeal

of the settlement and added language stating that “a satisfaction ofjudgment

Two

days

later,

the Osborns

judgment because
Agreement.

“.

..

rej ected that

not sufficient.”

language and insisted on using a satisfaction 0f

my concerns regarding the appeal were not part and parcel of the

the sat[isfaction ofjudgment] Will cover your issues

case, that small part should not in

Decl. Frantz, EX.

is

upon execution

Settlement

0n the sanctions. In any

any way hinder the settlement between our

clients...

”

See

(emphasis added). The Osborns recognized that Mr. Frantz was not a part of

the Settlement Agreement, and that Mr. Frantz’s concerns

were a separate and

So, in response, Mr. Frantz emailed the Osborns that

same day and informed them,

disagree With your conclusion about the concerns 0n the judgment. But,

have proposed s0 long as you know thatI may continue

distinct matter.

t0 prosecute

I

“I

am ﬁne With What you

my appeal.”

Id. at

EX.

E

(emphasis added).

The Osborns, knew
and continued with

that

Mr. Frantz intended to prosecute his appeal, did not complain,

their settlement
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With the Mathis family. So, not only was there no voluntary

payment by Mr.

Frantz, but the Osborns

knew

that

Mr. Frantz had an intention of continuing

With his then existing appeal and could not have believed that they were settling Mr. Frantz’s

As

appeal, t00.1

5.

There

is

such, there

is

n0 grounds

signiﬁcant interests

make

a

be dismissed.

a Justiciable Issue

While the Osborns claim

did

for the appeal to

payment

still at

that there is

n0 longer an issue presented, there are two

play: ﬁrst, t0 the extent that this Court determines that the Mathises

to satisfy the

Judgment, Mr. Frantz was jointly

liable thereto.

By the

Mathises satisfying the Judgment with Mr. Frantz as a jointly obligated individual, the Mathises

have a potential claim against him for reimbursement for his proportionate share of the
Judgment. However,

and severally

if this

liable for the

Court reverses the Judgment, Mr. Frantz will no longer be jointly

Judgment

Additionally, Mr. Frantz

is

debt.

required to report to his malpractice insurance carrier any

instances of orders granting sanctions against him,

As

such,

by dismissing

for a sanctions order to

this matter,

which

in turn raises his insurance

Mr. Frantz will be forced

t0

premiums.

pay higher insurance premiums

Which Mr. Frantz never received any notice 0r an opportunity

t0

defend

himself.

As

such, there are issues that have legally cognizable interests in the outcome. Mr.

Frantz seeks to reverse the errant order of the district court so that he can prevent any claim for

1

It

should be noted that the Osborns do not actually

the Settlement

Agreement would
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settle this appeal.

make

the argument that they believed that

contribution and ensure that his insurance

matter

6.

is

premiums d0 not needlessly

increase.

As

such, this

not moot and should be heard.

The Osborns d0 not even attempt

t0

Address the Appellate Issue

The Osborns d0 not even make an attempt
Osborns make n0 attempt

t0

t0 dispute

Mr. Frantz’s appellate

brief.

The

excuse their conduct of informing the court that “as a professional

courtesy” they did not ﬁle sanctions againt Mr. Frantz, and then, in the same breath, ask for the
court t0 grant sanctions against Mr. Frantz without any prior notice 0f such. Tr. 290:9-16.

As

such, Without any opposing argument, citation, 0r basis for ﬁnding that the district court acted

within the bounds of its discretion, this Court should reverse the judgment 0f the district court.

7.

Mr. Frantz should be Awarded His Attorney ’s Fees and Costs
“Attorney’s fees

may

also be

awarded

if the

unreasonably, or Without foundation.” Crowley
2007).

As noted

in

Mr. Frantz’s opening

Mr. Frantz pursuant
appeal

is

moot)

satisfaction

is

t0 I.C.

v.

appeal was

.

.

.

defended frivolously,

Critchﬁeld, 181 P.3d 435, 440 (Id. Sup. Ct.

brief, attorney’s fees

and costs should be awarded

§12-121 because the Osborns defense to

this

to

matter (claiming that the

Without factual support 0r foundation. The Osborns have submitted the

ofjudgment under the premise

that

“when a judgment debtor voluntarily pays

judgment, the debtor’s appeal becomes moot, and

it

Will be dismissed.” Respondents’

the

Reply

Brief, p. 5 (citation omitted).

However, the Osborns’ arguments ﬂy completely

in the face

never paid the judgment (nor made any voluntary payment), but

it

of the

was satisﬁed

With a settlement agreement between the Mathises and Osboms, and 2)
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facts: 1)

at the

Mr. Frantz

in connection

time of reaching

settlement, Mr. Frantz informed the

Osborns that he had an intention

t0 continue prosecuting his

appeal (t0 Which announcment they did not obj ect). Moreover, the Osborns cannot claim that

they are not aware 0f those two very Vital
their recitation

of the

facts.

Yet, those facts were conveniently

left

out of

facts.

Moreover, the Osborns did not even submit sufﬁcient evidence t0 show that Mr. Frantz

was

the payor, nor that he

was a voluntary payor 0f the Judgment.

to support the

Osborns’ position, but the Osborns

assertions that

would be required

defended against

this

fail t0

for this Court t0

ﬁnd

So, not only d0 the facts

fail

even present the necessary, bare

in their favor.

As

such, the Osborns have

appeal frivolously, Without foundation, and Without support.

As

such, Mr.

Frantz should be awarded his attorney’s fees pursuant t0 LC. §12-121.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, not only have the

payment

(let

Osboms

failed to

show

that

Mr. Frantz made any

alone a voluntary payment) t0 satisfy the Judgment, but the Osborns d0 not even

make any argument

that

Mr. Frantz has made a payment. Additionally, because there are

justiciable issues this appeal merrits the Court’s attention

and

scrutiny.

Respectfully submitted on the following date:

POST ALLS
By

LAW

:

Jonathon Frantz,

\J

Attorney for Appellant.
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still

March

16,

2020

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
0n the following date

caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing to be
delivered to the following person in the following manner:

Ihereby

certify that

I

Tara Malek
Jillian Caires

Smith + Malek, PLLC
601 E. Front Ave., Suite 304
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 838 14
Daniel

Womac

Fidelity National

701

5th

Seattle,

Law Group

Ave., Suite 2710

WA 98104

[X] Via iCourt.

Dated:

March

16,

2020

7%”
Larry Hofreiter, Paralegal t0 Jonathon Frantz
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Jonathon Frantz ISB No. 9129
|

Post Falls

Law

806 E. Polston Ave., Suite

B

Post Falls, Idaho 83854
Fax: 208-262-3894
Jonath0n@PostFallsLaW.com
For Service: Service@PostFallsLaw.com
Ph: 208-262-3893

|

Attorneys for Defendant/Appellant, Jonathon Frantz.
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1

I,

the undersigned, hereby testify and state, pursuant to the laws of the state of Idaho

and under the penalty 0f perjury

that the following is true

and correct

t0 the best

0f

my

knowledge:

1.

I

am the appellant in this matter and I represented the Mathis family is the district

court.

2.

Several weeks prior to

November

offer t0 resolve the dispute

3.

On November
was

t0

5,

5,

2019, the Mathis family had submitted an

between the Mathises and the Osborns.

2019, the day before the Mathises’ summary judgment motion

and correct copy 0f Osborns’ attorney’s email accepting the offer
hereto and incorporated herein

4.

On November

is

I

19,

redlined changes.

6.

by reference

reviewed the agreement with
2019,

I

is

attached

as Exhibit A.

After the Osborns sent a proposed written settlement agreement t0

0f the Mathises),
5.

A true

be heard, the Osborns accepted the Mathis family’s offer by email.

me

(0n behalf

my clients.

sent over the proposed settlement agreement With

A true and correct copy of my email to the Osborns’

attached hereto and incorporated herein

by reference

counsel

as Exhibit B.

Also, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit

C

is

a true

and correct copy of the redlined settlement agreement. The redlined words and
strikethroughs were the changes

originally

7.

Which

I

had made

t0 the

agreement that had

been proposed by the Osborns.

So, in Exhibit

C (shown

were the changes

that

I

below),

all

of the marks and words in the color 0f red

had added and/or

struck:

DECLARATION OF JONATHON FRANTZ- 2

a.

WW

This release includes Defendants’ collection or enforcement of

and fees awarded in the Memorandum Decision and
Order on Osborn Defendants’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees,
signed by Judge Cynthia K.C. Meyer and ﬁled 0n June 3, 2019.
the costs

g].

1F].

.FE

.

.H

,

E

H

l

eilthe—Feheilgfamed—m—tlae—Gféer— Within 5 days 0f execution
hereof, Defendants and Jonathon Frantz shall also execute a

Stipulated Entry 0f Facts 0f Opinion which shall be ﬁled by
Jonathon Frantz in the appeal of the Memorandum Decision and
Order on Osborn Defendants’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees.
shall execute further documents as may be necessary
and dismiss any Judgment which has been entered
herein and/or recorded with any recorder’s ofﬁce (a satisfaction
ofjudgment is not sufﬁcient).

Defendants
t0 reverse

8.

Mr. Womac, counsel for the Osborns, responded t0

A true

proposed changes.

by reference

is

attached

as Exhibit D.

Womac by informing him that rej ected the proposed changes

responded to Mr.

was ﬁne “so long

email dismissing the

and correct copy 0f Mr. Womac’s email

hereto and incorporated herein

I

me by

as

you know

that I

may

continue to prosecute

my

appeal.

.”
.

A true and correct copy 0f Mr. Frantz’s email is attached hereto and incorporated
herein

10.

by reference

as Exhibit E.

Mr. Womac, the Osboms, nor any other attorney 0f the Osborns objected
statement that

I

intended t0 continue t0 prosecute

been pending for several months
11.

As

t0

my

my appeal (which had already

at that point).

a result, the Mathis family and the Osborns reached and executed a settlement

agreemant.

A

true

and correct redacted copy of the settlement agreement

attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit F.

agreement

is

is

The settlement

redacted in an effort t0 protect the conﬁdential terms of the

settlement agreement to the greatest extent possible while

DECLARATION OF JONATHON FRANTZ— 3

still

providing this

Court With the terms Which show that Mr. Frantz has not made any voluntary

payment
12. Lastly,

judgment

t0 satisfy the

it is

at issue in this appeal.

important to note that

an annual basis that

I

disclose

all

my malpractice insurance provider requires on
orders for sanctions

against me. Attached hereto and incorporated herein

which have been granted

by reference

as Exhibit

F

is

a true and correct copy of my annual malpractice insurance renewal application.
13.

As can be seen therein,
in this case to

sanctions,

I

my

I

am required t0

disclose the order and judgment at issue

insurance provider.

Will be seen as a greater risk

Consequently, being subjected t0

and therefore

increase.

DATED: March

16,

2020

Jonathon Féntz,
Declarant.
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my

premiums

will

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

do hereby

certify that

0n the below

date, I

caused a true and correct copy 0f the

foregoing instrument t0 be served upon the following in the manner indicated below:

Tara Malek
Jillian Caires

Smith + Malek, PLLC
601 E. Front Ave., Suite 304
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 83814

D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Delivery
D Facsimile 208 665 7290
X iCourt
t0:

Tara@Smithmalek.com
Jillian@smithmalek.com

Daniel

Womac

Fidelity National

701

5th

Law Group

Ave., Suite 2710

WA

98104
Seattle,
Daniel.womac@fnf.com
Diane Bolan, Court Reporter
324 West Garden Ave.
PO Box 9000
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 83816
realtimereporter@hotmail.com

?w

16,

D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Delivery
D Facsimile 208 665 7290
g iCourt
D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
D Hand Delivered
D Overnight Delivery
D Facsimile 208 665 7290
D iCourt
X Email
t0:

t0:

2020

Larry Hofreiter

Paralegal for Jonathon Frantz
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EXHIBIT A

POST FALLS

'

LAW

'

Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfal|s|aw.com>

S‘MPLE SOLUTIONS

STRAIGHTFORWARD lAW.

Settlement
1

message

Womac,
To:

Daniel <Danie|.Womac@fnf.com>

Tue,

Nov

5,

2019

at 6:42

Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfallslaw.com>

Cc: Talia Fairchild <talia@postfallslaw.com>, "Dolan-Williams, Sasannah" <Sasannah.Dolan-Williams@fnf.com>, Tara Malek
<tara@smithmalek.com>, Jillian Caires <ji||ian@smithmalek.com>, "Larkin, Tom“ <Tom.Larkin@fnf.com>

Jonathon-

Our

clients

have agreed to accept $70,000.00

for sale of their lot in

exchange

for

a

full

dismissal of the action.

We will prepare a

settlement agreement for your review immediately.
In

short order tomorrow morning

we

should advise the Court the matter has settled and

all

dates can

fall

off the calendar.

Sincerely,

Dan
Sent from

my

iPhone

On Nov 5,

2019, at 1:34 PM, Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfallslaw.com> wrote:

IMPORTANT NOTICE

-

This

message sourced from an

external mail

sewer outside

of the

Company.

Talia,

Please sign and return

to Mr.

Womac.

Jonathon Frantz
Post Falls Law

806

E. Polston Ave.

Suite

Post

B
Falls,

Idaho 83854

Ph: (208) 262-3893
Fax: (208) 262-3894

www.PostFal|sLaw.com

On

Tue,

Nov

5,

2019, 1:31

Proposed Motion

Please

let

PM Womac,

to Stipulate.

me know

if

this is

Daniel <Daniel.Womac@fnf.com> wrote:

We can

use same Order as

acceptable, or

if

|

already sent to Court

you have recommended changes.

Womac
NOTICE: The

information contained

in this

message

is

proprietary and/or confidential

and may be

not the intended recipient of this communication, you are hereby notified to: (i) delete the message
not disclose, distribute or use the message in any manner; and (iii) notify the sender immediately.

privileged.

and

all

If

you are
(ii) do

copies;

PM

EXHIBIT B

POST FALLS
Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfal|s|aw.com>
SLAMPLE

SOWLUTIONS

STRAIGHTFORWARD lAW.

Settlement Agreement
Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfallslaw.com>
To: “Womac, Daniel“ <Danie|.Womac@fnf.com>

Tue,

Nov

19,

2019

at 4:19

Cc: Talia Fairchild <talia@postfallslaw.com>, Larry Hofreiter <Iarry@postfallslaw.com>

Dan,
|

my review. The redlines are attached.... However, was unable to open the Stipulation. Can you resend
me know you have any questions or
would be helpful for me to explain the suggested changes. Overall,

have ﬁnished

me?

Let

if it

minor changes.

Jonathon Frantz
Attorney
806 E. Polston Ave., Suite B
Post Falls, Idaho 83854
Ph: (208) 262-3893
Fax: (208) 262-3894
www.PostFa||sLaw.com

:W

POST FALLS

I.

that over to

|

if

[Quoted text hidden]

4 attachments

Judgmentdocx
E Osborn
2247K
Mathis Judgment- Redlined.docx
E 2247K
Judgment. docx
@ 39K
Settlement Agreement V2doc
- 4631
K
Redlined.

2019. 11. 19- Stipulated Entry of

Redlined.

|

think they are

PM"

EXHIBIT C

THIS

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL RELEASE
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL RELEASE (this “Agreement”)

_

is

day 0f November 2019 by and between Gailord
“Cowboy” Mathis, Travis Mathis, Brooke Tracy, Laura Devere R011, and Rebecca
Stafford (collectively “P1aintiffs”) and David Osborn and Naomi Osborn, husband and
wife (the “Osborns” or “Defendants”) (collectively, Plaintiffs and Defendants are referred
t0 hereinafter as the “Parties”) based 0n the following recitals.
entered into and effective as 0f this

RECITALS
A. Plaintiffs and Defendants are the parties
District

to a lawsuit

ﬁled in Kootenai County

Court for the First Judicial District Court for the State 0f Idaho under

cause N0. CV28-18-8066 (the “Lawsuit”).
B.

The Lawsuit

arises out

partition, easements,

iclaims by

Plaintiffs for declaratory relief, ouster,

speciﬁc performance and attorneys’ fees (the “Plaintiffs’

Claims”) and counterclaims by Defendants for trespass, damages, declaratory
relief and injunctive relief (the “Defendants’ Claims”), affecting the real
property(ies) identiﬁed in the

below image

8800.

Page
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as Tracts 8650, 8400, 8900,

and

Speciﬁcally, the Lawsuit relates to claims for fee and easement rights over the
real property identiﬁed

above as Tract 8900, and legally described

as:

The Southeast quarter

of the Southwest quarter 0f the
Southeast quarter of Section 12, Township 50 North, Range 5
West, Boise Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho

EXCEPT any portion that lies within the County Road;

ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM
may lie within the

that portion

if

any which

following:

in the Southwest corner 0f the West
half 0f the Southeast quarter, South 0f county road (Riverview
Drive), in Section 12, Township 50 North, Range 5 West 0f Boise

That portion of land located

Meridian;

Beginning at the brass corner survey marker which is the
Southwest corner 0f the above description; thence North 654.72
feet; thence East 658.44 feet; thence South 656.49 feet; thence
West 659.66 feet t0 starting point 88°24’27” East;

ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM

that portion if any lying
within the Southwest quarter 0f the Southwest quarter of the
Southeast quarter 0f Section 12, Township 50 North, Range 5
West of the Boise Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho;

ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM

any

mobile

and/or

manufactured home located thereon.

(the “Property” or “Tract 8900”)

C. Plaintiffs and Defendants have, through counsel, negotiated a resolution 0f the

and Defendants’ Claims and wish to formalize through
Agreement the settlement reached 0n or about November 5, 2019.
Plaintiffs’

this

AGREEMENT
For and in consideration 0f the mutual promises contained herein, and other good and
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufﬁciency of which is herein acknowledged,
Plaintiffs and Defendants agree as follows:
Within ﬁeﬁyﬁﬁy-ﬁve (55) days 0f full execution 0f this
pay Defendants the sum of seventyﬁ¥e thousand and no/one hundred ($7Q§,000.00) dollars. Payment shall be
1.

Payment.

Agreement by

made

to

the Parties, Plaintiffs shall

SMITH & MALEK, PLLC

and delivered t0 601 E. Front Avenue,
Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 83814. Plaintiffs shall pay said sum by a
check 0r Wire made payable to Smith + Malek IOLTA Trust Account.

Suite 304,
cashier's
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2.

Mutual Quit Claim Deeds:
Within ﬁve

days 0f full execution of this Agreement, the
and deliver a quit claim deed for Tract 8900 (as
legally described above in Paragraph B 0f Recitals) t0 Daniel A. Womac,
Fidelity National Law Group, t0 hold in escrow pending receipt 0f payment
per Paragraph 1 above. A draft of the Osborn Quit Claim Deed is attached
If payment is made
as Exhibit A (the “Osborn Quit Claim Deed”).
pursuant t0 the terms 0f Paragraph 1, Fidelity National Law Group shall
record the Quit Claim Deed with the Kootenai County Recorder Within ten
If payment is not made pursuant t0
(10) days 0f receipt 0f payment.
Paragraph 1, the Osborn Quit Claim Deed shall not be recorded and will be
a.

Osboms

(5)

will execute

destroyed by Fidelity National

Law Group.

Also Within ﬁve (5) days of full execution of this Agreement, the
Plaintiffs will execute and deliver quit claim deeds for Tract 8900 (as
legally described above in Paragraph B 0f Recitals) t0 Daniel A. Womac,
Fidelity National Law Group, t0 hold in escrow pending receipt 0f payment
per Paragraph 1 above. Drafts 0f the quit claim deeds from each Plaintiff
b.

are attached as Exhibit

not

made pursuant

B

(“Plaintiffs’

to the terms

Quit Claim Deeds”).

of Paragraph

1,

If

payment

is

Plaintiffs agree to forfeit

and permit and authorize Fidelity
National Law Group t0 record Plaintiffs’ Quit Claim Deeds With the
Kootenai County Recorder within ten (10) days of the expiration 0f the
ﬁfty-ﬁve (55) days. If payment is made pursuant t0 Paragraph 1, Plaintiffs
Quit Claim Deeds shall not be recorded and Will be destroyed by Fidelity
National Law Group.
their alleged interest in Tract 8900,

Mutual Judgments.
a.

Within ﬁve

(5)

days of

full

execution 0f this Agreement, the

Osborns Will execute and deliver a judgment quieting title to Tract 8900 (as
legally described above in Paragraph B 0f Recitals) t0 Daniel A. Womac,
Fidelity National Law Group, t0 hold in escrow pending receipt of payment
per Paragraph 1 above. A draft of the judgment is attached as Exhibit C
If payment is made pursuant to the terms of
(the “Mathis Judgment”).
Paragraph 1, Fidelity National Law Group shall ﬁle the Mathis Judgment
With the Court and record it With the Kootenai County Recorder Within ten
If payment is not made pursuant to
(10) days 0f receipt of payment.
Paragraph 1, the Mathis Judgment shall not be recorded and Will be
destroyed by Fidelity National Law Group.
Also within ﬁve (5) days of full execution of this Agreement, the
and deliver a judgment quieting title t0 Tract 8900 (as
legally described above in Paragraph B 0f Recitals) t0 Daniel A. Womac,
Fidelity National Law Group, to hold in escrow pending receipt 0f payment
per Paragraph 1 above. A draft 0f the judgment is attached as Exhibit D
(the “Osborn Judgment”). If payment is not made pursuant t0 the terms 0f
b.

Plaintiffs Will execute

Paragraph

1,

Plaintiffs agree to forfeit their alleged interest in Tract 8900,

Page
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and permit and authorize Fidelity National Law Group to ﬁle and record the
Osborn Judgment with the Court and record it With the Kootenai County
Recorder Within ten (10) days 0f the expiration 0f the ﬁfty-ﬁve (55) days.
If payment is made pursuant to Paragraph 1, The Osborn Judgment shall not
be ﬁled 0r recorded and will be destroyed by Fidelity National Law Group.

The judgments

c.

in Paragraphs 3(a)

and 3(b) above are in addition

to

the quit claim deeds in Paragraphs 2(a) and 2(b).
4.

Release 0f Claims by

Plaintiffs.

Except with respect to the promises,

covenants and obligations set forth in this Agreement, Plaintiffs on behalf of
itself

and

its

respective attorneys, agents, successors, servants, representatives,

successors and assigns, does hereby fully and forever release Defendants from

any and

all

claims, debts, liabilities, demands, obligations, costs, expenses,

0f every nature, character and description,
including but not limited t0 those based on contract, tort, statutory 0r other legal
actions

and causes of

action,

0r equitable theory of relief for those claims alleged 0r

which could have been

alleged in the Lawsuit and those arising out of or related to the Plaintiffs’ and

known

Defendants’ Claims, whether

0r unknown, suspected 0r claimed, vested

or contingent.

Release of Claims by Defendants. Except With respect t0 the promises,
covenants and obligations set forth in this Agreement, Defendants on behalf of
5.

itself

and

its

respective attorneys, agents, successors, servants, representatives,

successors and assigns, does hereby fully and forever release Plaintiffs and
Plaintiffs attorneys, agents, successors, servants, representatives, successors

assigns from any and

expenses,

actions

all

and

claims, debts, liabilities, demands, obligations, costs,

and causes 0f

action,

of every nature,

description, including but not limited to those based

0n

character

and

contract, tort, statutory

or other legal 0r equitable theory of relief for those claims alleged or

which

could have been alleged in the Lawsuit and those arising out of or related to the
Plaintiffs’

and Defendants’ Claims, Whether known 0r unknown, suspected or

claimed, vested or contingent.
a.

This release includes Defendants’ collection or enforcement of the

costs and fees awarded in the Memorandum Decision and Order on
Osborn Defendants’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees, signed by Judge
Cynthia K. C. Meyer and ﬁled 0n June 3, 2019. —P}amfrffs—appea-l-of—the

days of execution hereof, Defendants and Jonathon Frantz shall also
execute a Stipulated Entry of Facts of Opinion which shall be ﬁled by

Jonathon Frantz in the appeal of the Memorandum Decision and Order on
Osborn Defendants’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees.
Defendants shall

may be necessary t0 reverse and dismiss
any Judgment which has been entered herein and/or recorded With any
recorder’s ofﬁce (a satisfaction 0f judgment is not sufﬁcient).
execute further documents as
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Costs and Fees.

6.

party

is

Except as

responsible for

and/or related to the

own

its

dispute

may be

expressly provided for herein, each

attorney fees, costs and expenses incurred

between the

the

Parties,

Lawsuit and

this

Agreement.
7.

Advice

of Counsel.

Each party signing

Agreement expressly

this

represents and warrants that he or she has had the opportunity to seek the advice

of counsel concerning the settlement terms 0f the Agreement, prior t0 its
execution. This Agreement shall be deemed t0 have been prepared jointly by
the Parties, and t0 the extent any uncertainty 0r ambiguity exists concerning its
terms, such uncertainty or ambiguity shall not be interpreted against any party
as author 0r drafter
8.

0f the Agreement.

Future Assurances. The Parties agree to execute, acknowledge, deliver,

ﬁle and/or record such further certiﬁcates, documents, deeds, and instruments

and

to

intent
9.

do all such further acts and things as may be necessary
and purposes 0f this Agreement.

Authority.

The undersigned persons executing

this

to carry out the

Agreement and Release

represent and warrant that they are authorized to enter into and execute this

Agreement and further represent and warrant that none 0f the claims
herein have been sold, assigned, 0r hypothecated.

settled

Agreement, including the attached Exhibit(s), contain the
entire understanding of the Parties, and supersede and replace all prior
Each
negotiations, agreements, 0r representations, Whether oral or written.
Party acknowledges that no other party, agent or attorney of any party has made
10.

Integration. This

any promise, representation or warranty whatsoever, express or implied, not
contained in this Agreement, to induce the other Party t0 execute this
Agreement 0r to comply with its terms. Each Party acknowledges that they
have not executed this 0r any other document in reliance 0n any promise,
representation or warranty not contained herein. This Agreement shall not be

modiﬁed

or

amended

in

any way except

in writing signed

by the

Parties hereto.

Dispute Resolution. In the event any dispute 0r controversy arising out 0f
or relating t0 this Agreement, the parties agree t0 exercise their best efforts to
11.

resolve the dispute as soon as possible.

The

parties

shall,

Without delay,

WW

continue to perform their respective obligations under this Agreement which are

not affected by the dispute.
12.

AFbitFaH'enAttorneV Fees.

relating t0 this

Agreement or

Any

controversy or claim arising out of or

the breach thereof shall

Anyentitled the prevailing party in—sueh—arbﬁraﬁen—shaH—be—awardedtg their
reasonable attorneys fees and costs.
13.

Applicable Law—aﬂd—AttemevsLFees. This Agreement shall be construed

and interpreted under the laws of the State of Idaho.
14.

Agreement:

Agreement

is

a

Parties' claims

Fair,

fair,

Adequate and Reasonable.

The

Parties believe this

adequate and reasonable resolution and compromise 0f the

and disputes, Which have been arrived
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at

through arm's length

negotiations,

and have taken

into account all relevant factors, both present

and

future.

any provision of this Agreement is deemed unlawful or
unenforceable, such provisi0n(s) shall be fully severable, and the remainder of
this Agreement shall be in full force and effect With the automatic addition 0f a
15.

Severability.

If

provision as similar in

its

may be possible t0 make
16.

terms to such

Agreement

shall

unenforceable provision as

such provision legal and enforceable.

Original Counterparts.

counterparts, and

illegal 0r

This Agreement

may be

facsimile, each 0f which shall be

by
become

effective

once

all

executed in one 0r more

deemed an

the Parties have signed.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties t0 this Agreement have executed
0n the dates set forth as follows, t0 be effective as provided above.

GAYLORD “COWBOY” MATHIS

DAVID OSBORN

Date:

Date:

BROOK TRACY

NAOMI OSBORN

Date:

Date:

TRAVIS MATHIS

Date:

REBECCA STAFFORD

Date:

LAURA DEVERE ROLL
Date:
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original. This

this

Agreement

EXHIBIT D

POST FALLS
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LAW
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Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfal|s|aw.com>

S‘MPLE SOLUTIONS

STRAIGHTFORWARD lAW.

Settlement Agreement
Womac,

Daniel <Danie|.Womac@fnf.com>

Thu,

Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfallslaw.com>
Cc: Talia Fairchild <talia@postfallslaw.com>, Tara Malek <tara@smithmalek.com>, "Caires,
Williams, Sasannah“ <Sasannah.Dolan-Williams@fnf.com>

Nov

21,

2019

at 1:46

PM

To:

Jillian"

<Jillian@smithma|ek.com>, "Dolan-

Jonathon —

Here

the updated Release/Agreement, with Exhibits A-D.

is

|covered your concerns on the judgment by simply calling for a release of

unnecessary here and,
the sat

clients,

me

and

wall.

so

Thanks,

let’s

change

I’ll

That

|

don’t think legally possible the

cover your issues on the sanctions.

wi||

our

actually,

said,

it’s

get
in

a

them

to sign off

on

this

the documents with your

In

lien

way you had

and

it

satisfaction

any case, that small part should not
in

email. Let’s

is

totally

in

any way hinder the settlement between

minute changes by anybody, please email them to
do no more redlines from here, as we are up against the

by tomorrow. lfthere are any

comments

ofjudgment. Anything else

going to the Supremes. That would never ﬂy, but

last

beeﬁer settlement agreement than usual, so there may be ﬁnal small changes

|

realize.

all.

Sincerely,

Dan

Daniel A.

Womac,

Fidelity National

Esq.

Law Group

Vice President/Associate Counsel Paciﬁc Northwest Region-Seattle

701

Fifth

Seattle,

Avenue, Suite 2710

WA 98104

Main: (206) 223—4525 X105
Direct:

Fax:

(206) 224-6005
(877) 655-5287

Email: Daniel.Womac@fnf.com

and privileged information intended only for the addressee(s). Please do not read it unless you are
you are not an addressee, please call Daniel Womac at the above number, or reply to this message, and delete the

This email contains conﬁdential

an addressee.

If

message. You are hereby notiﬁed

that

any dissemination,

without express written authorization from the sender is

distribution, copying,

strictly prohibited.

or other use of this email or any attachments thereto

Thank you.

From: Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfal|s|aw.com>

November 20, 2019 10:43 AM
Womac, Daniel <Daniel.Womac@fnf.com>

Sent: Wednesday,
To:

Malek <tara@smithma|ek.com>;
<Sasannah.Dolan-Williams@fnf.com>
FW: Settlement Agreement

Cc: Talia Fairchild <taIia@postfa||slaw.com>; Tara

Caires, Jillian

<Ji||ian@smithma|ek.com>;

Dolan-Williams, Sasannah
Subject: Re:

IMPORTANT NOTICE

-

This

message sourced from an

external mail server outside of the

Company.

Dan,

revised language in the Stip is ﬁne with me. As for the reversal, the issue there is you guys have recorded the judgment in the
records of Kootenai County already. That acts as a lien. Because of the appeal, the district court cannot simply reverse that. It‘s a final
judgment. So, if we dismiss the appeal, there wi|| be no grounds for the district court to vacate that judgment. Unfortunately, because it
was certified as ﬁnal, the only option to reverse it is to get the Supremes to do that.

The

A

simple agreement to not enforce

further

by phone

if

that helps.

Jonathon Frantz
Attorney

806
Post

E. Polston Ave., Suite
Falls,

Idaho 83854

Ph: (208) 262-3893
Fax: (208) 262-3894

www. PostFal IsLaw. com

[Quoted text hidden]
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B

it

is

not tenable

because

it

is

already being enforced by being recorded. I'm happy to chat about

it
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Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfal|s|aw.com>

SMPLE SOLUTIONS

STRAIGHTFORWARD lAW.

Settlement Agreement
Jonathon Frantz <jonathon@postfallslaw.com>
To: “Womac, Daniel“ <Danie|.Womac@fnf.com>

Thu,

Cc: Talia Fairchild <ta|ia@postfa||slaw.com>, Tara Malek <tara@smithma|ek.com>, "Caires,
Williams,

Jillian"

Nov

21,

2019

at 4:42

PM

<Ji||ian@smithma|ek.com>, "Dolan-

Sasannah" <Sasannah.Dolan-Williams@fnf.com>

Daniel,

disagree with your conclusion about the concerns on the judgement. But, am ﬁne with what you have proposed so long as you know
may continue to prosecute my appeal. Of course, you and your clients do not have to participate in the appeal. Otherwise, think
will round my clients up and get their signatures.
it is acceptable.
know for a fact that one of my clients will not be able to sign until
Monday as that is the earliest he can obtain a travel permit to come to my office.
|

that

|

|

|

|

Thank you.
Jonathon Frantz
Attorney
806 E. Polston Ave., Suite B
Post Falls, Idaho 83854
Ph: (208) 262-3893
Fax: (208) 262-3894
www.PostFa||sLaw.com

POST FALLS

I.

:LAW

[Quoted text hidden]
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EXHIBIT F

CONFIDENTIAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT

AND GENERAL MUTUAL RELEASE
THIS CONFIDENTIAL SETTLEMENT
“Agreement”)

AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL RELEASE

entered into and effective as of this%5%y of November

2019 by
“Cowboy”
and between Gailord
Mathis, Travis Mathis, Br oke Tracy, Laura Dcvere Roll,
and Rebecca Stafford (collectively “Plaintiffs”) and David Osborn and Naomi Osborn,

(this

“Osborns” or “Defendants”) (collectively, Plaintiffs and Defendants
hereinaﬁer as the “P arﬁes”) based on the following recitals.

husband and wife
are referred to

is

(the

l.

RECITALS

1.1 Plaintiffs and Defendants are the parties to a lawsuit ﬁled in Kootenai County District
Court for the First Judicial Distﬁct Court for the State of Idaho under cause No. CV28—1 8-

8066

(the “Lawsuit”).

The Lawsuit

of claims by Plaintiffs for declaratory relief, ouster, partition,
easements, speciﬁc performance and attomeys’ fees (the “Plaintiffs’ Claims”) and
counterclaims by Defendants for trespass, damages, declaratory relief and injunctive relief
(the “Defendants’ Claims”), affecting the real property(ies) identiﬁed in the below image
as Tracts 8650, 8400, 8900, and 8800.
1.2

arises out
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1.3 Speciﬁcally, the

Lawsuit

relates to claims for fee

and easement rights over the

property identiﬁed above as Tract 8900, and legally described

real

as:

The Southeast quarter of the Southwest quarter of the Southeast
quarter of Section 12, Township 50 North, Range 5 West, Boise
Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho

EXCEPT any portion that lies within the County Road;

,

ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM

that portion

if

any which

may lie within the following:
That portion of land located in the Southwest corner of the West
half of the Southeast quarter, South of county road (Riverview
Drive), in Section 12, Township 50 North, Range 5 West of Boise
Meridian;

Beginning at the brass corner survey marker which is the
Southwest corner of the above description; thence North 654.72
feet; thence East 658.44 feet; thence South 656.49 feet; thence
West 659.66 feet to starting point 88°24’27” East;

ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM
I

that portion

if

any lying

within the Southwest quarter of the Southwest quarter of the
Southeast quarter of Section 12, Township 50 North, Range 5

West of the Boise Meridian, Kootenai County, Idaho;

ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM

any

mobile

and/or

manufactured home located thereon.

(the “Property” or “Tract

8900”)

and Defendants have, through counsel, negotiated a resolution of the
and Defendants’ Claims and wish to formalize through this Agreement the
settlement reached on or about November 5, 2019.
1.4 Plaintiffs

Plaintiffs’

2.

AGREEMENT

For and in consideration of the mutual promises contained herein, and other good and
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufﬁciency of which is herein acknowledged,
Plaintiffsand Defendants agree as follows:

Payment. Within ﬁfty-ﬁve (55) days ofﬁﬂl execution ofthis Agreement by the Parties,
shall pay Defendants the sum of seventy thousand and no/one hundIed
($70,000.00) dollars. Payment shall be made to SMITH & MALEK, PLLC and delivered

2.1

Plaintiffs
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Avenue, Suite 304, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 83814. Plaintiffs shall pay said
a cashier's check or wire made payable to Smith + Malek IOLTA Trust Account.

to 601 E. Front

sum by
2.2

Mutual Quit Claim Deeds. The

Parties shall execute mutual Quit

Claim Deeds as

follows:
a.

Within ﬁve (5) days aﬂer the ﬁlll execution of this Agreement, the Osborns will
execute and deliver a signed copy of Exhibit A (the “Osborn Quit Claim Deed”)f0r
Tract 8900 (as legally described above in Section 1 Recitals) to Daniel A. Womac,

Law Group, to hold in escrow pending receipt of payment per
Paragraph 2.1 above. If payment is made pursuant to the terms of Paragraph 2.1,
Fidelity National

Within ten (10) days of receipt, Fidelity National Law Group shall record the Quit
Claim Deed With the Kootenai County Recorder. If payment is not made pursuant
to Paragraph 2.1, the

Osborn Quit Claim Deed

destroyed by Fidelity National
b.

ﬁve

shall not

be recorded and will be

Law Group.

days of full execution of this Agreement, the Plaintiffs
will execute and deliver a sigied copy of Exhibit B (“Plaintiffs’ Quit Claim
Deeds”) for Tract 8900 (as legally described above in Section 1 Recitals) to Daniel
Similarly, within

A.

Womac,

(5)

payment per Paragraph

2.1

Law

Group, to hold in escrow pending receipt of
above. prayment is not made pursuant to the terms of

Fidelity National

Paragraph 2.1, Fidelity National Law Group shall record Plaintiffs’ Quit Claim
Deeds with the Kootenai County Recorder within ten (10) days of the expiration of
the ﬁﬁy~ﬁve (55) days. If payment is'made pursuant to Paragraph 2.1, Plaintiffs
Quit Claim Deeds shall not be recorded and will be destroyed by Fidelity National
Law Group.
2.3

Mutual Judgments. The Parties

shall execute

mutual Judgments as follows:

a.

Within ﬁve (5) days of full execution of this Agreement, the Osborns will execute
and deliver a signed copy of Exhibit C (the “Mathis Judgment”), a stipulation and
judgment quieting title to Tract 8900 (as legally described above in Section 1
Recitals), to Daniel A. Womac, Fidelity National Law Group, to hold in escrow
pending receipt of payment per Paragraph 2.1 above. If payment is made pursuant
to the terms of Paragraph 2.1, Fidelity National Law Group shall ﬁle the Mathis
Judgnent with the Court and record it With the Kootenai County Recorder within
ten (1 0) days of receipt of payment. If payment is not made pursuant to Paragraph
2.1, the Mathis Judgment shall not be recorded and Will be destroyed by Fidelity
National Law Group.

b.

ﬁve (5) days of full execution of this Agreement, the Plaintiffs
and deliver Exhibit D (the “Osborn Judgnent”), a stipulation and
judgment quieting title to Tract 8900 (as legally described above in Section 1
Recitals), to Daniel A. Womac, Fidelity National Law Group, to hold in escrow
pending receipt of payment per Paragraph 2.1 above. If payment is not made
pursuant to the terms of Paragraph 2.1, Fidelity National Law Group shall ﬁle and
record the Osborn Judgment with the Court and record it with the Kootenai County
Recorder within ten (10) days of the expiration of the ﬁﬁy—ﬁve (55) days. If
Similarly, within

will execute
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3.

3.3

GENERAL MUTUAL RELEASE

Collection/Enforcement of Attorneys’ Fees Judgment. The aforementioned release

described in paragraphs 3 .1 and 3.2 includes Defendants’ collection or enforcement of the

and fees awarded in the Memorandum Decision and Order on Osborn Defendants’
Motion for Attorneys’ Fees (“Order”), signed by Judge Cynthia K..C. Meyer and ﬁled on
June 3, 2019 in the Lawsuit. Defendants will ﬁle a release of lien and notice of satisfaction
ofjudgment as soon as payment is made in accordance with Paragraph 2.1.
costs
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No

admission of liability: It is understood and agreed by the Parties that this
Agreement and the performance of the conditions and provisions hereunder is not to be
construed as an admission 0f any liability whatsoever on the part of any of the Parties to
this Agreement.

4.10

CONFDDEN'I‘IAL
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IN WITNESS

WHEREOF, the Parties to this Agreement have executed this Agreement on

the dates set forth as follows, to be effective as provided above.

DAVID OSBORN
Date:

,

v

BROOK TRACY
i'

NAOMI OSBORN

EEW {WW

Date:

.

N*QQ ~/ C?

Date:

TRAVIS MATﬂIS

fjucgw
[Datez

l}

M&m

g

9W

.9343} I C?

REWFFORD
Date:’///“’

2Q“)

C?

ROM
MW
fpfﬂzm
LAURA DEVERE

y

3

Date:\‘

//~ 9:5?

*

-

/f7
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties to this Agreement have executed
on the dates set forth as follows, to be effective as provided above.

GAYLORD “COWBOY” MATHIS
Date:

this

Agreement

WM
DAVID OSBORN
Date: H

$3

f‘l

BROOK TRACY
Date:

TRAVIS MATHIS

Date:
I

REBECCA STAFFORD
Date:

LAURA DEVERE ROLL
Date:
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EXHIBIT G

‘

,

R

Travelers lst Chouce+0

TRAVELERSJ

Lawyers Professional

Liability

Coverage

Small Law Firm Application
Travelers Casualty and Surety

Company of America

Hartford, Connecticut

Important Note: This

is

an application

a claims—made

for

policy.

To be covered, a claim must be

first

made

against an

insured during the policy period 0r any applicable extended reporting period.

Defense Expenses Notice (For New York Only): If this policy contains an insuring agreement that includes defense
expenses within the limits 0f coverage, payment of defense expenses may reduce the professional liability coverage limits
this policy contains an insuring agreement that includes a deductible that applies to defense expenses, up
up to 50%.
to 50% of the deductible amount may be applied to defense expenses.
If

Throughout

this application

pLEASE READ;

"you" and "your" means the entity or individual applying for this insurance.

You are

>
>
b

not eligible for this application IF you or your law firm:

more than 10 Attorneys
requests a limit of liability greater than $2,000,000
generates billings 0r revenues from any of the following areas of practice:
consists of

D SEC/Bond

D Class Action/Mass Tort

D Patent Work

IF INELIGIBLE: Standard Firm Application forms are available from your agent or online at Travelers.com.

APPLICANT INFORMA TION
1.

D

New

D

Business: Date Firm was established
Effective date requested

2.

Firm legal name:

3.

Firm "trade" or "doing business as" name:

4.

Street Address:

Travelers policy

State:

City:

Primary contact:

Renewal:

_

Zip Code:

Title:

Firm website address:

Email:

number

County:

Phone:

Fax:

Legal Status:
(Sole Practitioner,

GP, LLP, LLC, PC/PA, Other)

Please list additional ofﬁce locations at the end of the application or in a separate attachment.
or if your letterhead has changed in the past 12 months, please attach a sample copy.

If

New Business

GENERAL INFORMA TION
5.

Please

list all

our firm:

attorne s associated with

O

= OwnerlOﬁicerlLLC Shareholderll'u‘lember
Associate Practicing for your Firm
P = Partner of the Partnership

RP

A=

S

OC
6.

Please indicate

total

number

of

= Retired Partners of your
Firm
= Sole Practitioner
= Of Counsel Attorney

non-attomey employed

'm
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EA = Employed
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7. Is
8.

your firm a part-time legal practice

Does anyone employed by your

DYes DNo

< 1000 hours per year practicing law)?

(if

firm provide professional or

business services other than the

DYes DNo

private practice of law?

9.

If

yes, please provide details at the

If

you are a sole

practitioner,

end of the

please give the

application or in a separate attachment.

name and address

of the

back up attorney assigned

to

handle cases

in

the event of an extended absence from your practice:
10.

Please estimate the percentage

your frm’s gross

of

Area of Practice (AOP)

billings or

revenues

in

each area. The

total

Area of Practice (AOP)

Percentage

must equal 100%.
Percentage

of Practice

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Administrative

Admiralty-Defense
Admiralty-Plaintiff

Anti-trust/Trade Regulation

Appellate
Arbitration/Mediation
Aviation

Banking/Financial Institutions

(F.|.

Practice

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Supplement)
Bankruptcy
BI/PI Defendant General Liability
BI/PI Defendant Medical Malpractice
BI/PI Defendant Other
BI/PI Defendant Products Liability
*
BI/PI Plaintiffs General Liability
BI/PI Plaintiffs Medical Malpractice

BI/PI Plaintiff
Civil

*

*

Other
Product

BI/PI Plaintiffs

*

Liability

Rights/Disorimination

Collection/Repossession

Commercial Law
Communication/FCC
Construction/Building Contracts

Consumer Claims
Copyright/Trademark
Corporate—General
Corporate Formation

ONLY

Criminal

Domestic Relations
Eminent Domain
Employee Benefits/ERISA
Entertainment/Sports

Environmental

For Areas of Practice with an asterisk

(*),

I

of Practice

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Environmental Litigation
Foreign
Health Care
|mmigration/Naturalization

Insurance Coverage

Investment Counseling/Money Management
Labor Law-Management
Labor Law-Union

Water Rights Law
Workers Compensation-Defense
Workers Compensation-Plaintiff

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Other (Pfease describe at the end of the
appﬁcation or in a separate attachment?)

%

Labor Litigation-Defense
Labor Litigation-Plaintiff
Litigation-General-Defense
Litigation-General-Plaintiff

*

Mergers & Acquisitions
Municipal/GovernmentaI-Other
Municipal/GovernmentaI-Zoning
Oil/Gas/Minerals (Oil/Gas/Minerals Supplement)
Probate/Wills/Trusts/Estates
Public

Real
Real
Real
Real

*

Utilities
*

Estate—Commercial
Estate—Escrow Agent
Estate—Residential

*

*
*

Estate—Syndication/Development
Real Estate—Title Work (Title Agency Supplement)

School Law
Social Security

Law

Taxation Corporate—Opinions
Taxation Corporate—Prep
Taxation-Individual

please complete the Estates and Trusts,

Plaintiff

and Real Estate Supplement.

PLEASE NOTE: For New Business, please

complete the listed underwriting supplement ff applicable. For Renewals,
supplements are nor required unless the Area of Practice either: (1) is new this year, or (2) has increased by at least 15%
within the prior year.

11.

Please estimate the percentage of

firm

revenues or

billings that are

generated from the

following:
a.
b.
c.

High networth individuals (morethan $10,000,000 in assets)
Large Public Companies (more than $100,000,000 in revenues)
Large Private Companies (more than $100,000,000 in revenues)
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12.

Please provide the following information on your top 3 clints generating the largest revenues

Name

13.

Annual
Revenues or
Est. Net Worth

Please indicate gross revenue amounts

or

for the applicable fiscal year:

firm:

Number

Percentage of
Firm Billings

Legal Services
Provided

Client’s

Industry

your

for

Revenues

of

Years as a
Client

i

(Newly established ﬁrms estimate current

ﬁscal year onlyz)
$

.u‘n‘n‘EEll{1‘3}E19‘!l[IE‘EEEIE[IL5EEEL333E‘nn‘n‘n‘nmn‘nmmmmmm.
Actual for Immediate Past Fiscal Year

Actual for
If

yes

14.

for

Second Previous

Questions 14

Do you

-16,

$

Fiscal Year

$

please provide details at the end of the application or in a separate attachment.

provide any unique 0r exclusive products or services that are not available from other

DYes DNO

lawfirms'?
15.

Has any present

0r past financial institution client

become

insolvent,

ceased operations

regulatory investigation or administration, or

have any of your attorneys:
any business organization in which any

merged, undergone

DYes DNo

within the past 6 years?

16. Within the past 5 years,
a.

referred a client t0

served as a

director, officer, partner, trustee, fiduciary or

firm

member

owned an

or

spouse ever

equity or financial

DYeS DNO

Interest?

any client or owned an equity or
any client? .....................................................................................................
If yes, please complete the Outside Interest or Estates and Trusts Supplement. For Renewals,
only complete such supplements for previously unreported matters.

b.

served as a

fiduciary, director, officer, partner or trustee for

DYes DNo

financial interestin

RISK MANA GEMENT
If

yes

for

Questions 17 &

17. Within the past 5 years,

18,

please provide details at the end of the application or in a separate attachment.

have you

instituted

any

legal

proceedings to collect

legal

DYes DNo

fees?

18.

Are any services provided through prepaiq legal service plans or under an alternative billing
structure other than an hourly rate and plamtnff contingent fees? ..............................................

19.

What percentage

20.

Do you share

office

21. Please indicate

place for

of

if

your outstanding

space with any

billings

firm or attorney(s)

your firm has the following Risk

all (client)

a.

Computerized Dual Docket Control

b.

New Client

C.

Computerized

Acceptance Standards
Conflict of Interest

Communication

Additional detail

who

are not

due?

°/o

members

Management system,

of

your firm?

policy, or

DYes DNo

..........

procedure:

(a) in

use,

and

(b) in

matters:
In

d. Client

are over 90 days past

DYeS DNO

Policies

Use:

DYes
DYeS
DYeS
DYeS

DNO
DNO
END
END

All

Matters:

DYes
DYes
UYeS
UYes

DNO
DNO
END
END

In

e.

Fee Collection Practices

f.

Engagement

g.

Non-Engagement

h.

Termination Letters

on your Risk Management procedures can be provided at

the

Letters

end

Letters

Use:

DYes
DYes
UYes
UYes

DNO
DNO
END
END

All

Matters:

DYes
DYes
UYes
UYes

DNO
DNO
END
END

of the application or in a separate

attachment.
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PRIOR INSURANCE AND CLAIM HISTORY
Complete Questions 22 & 23 on the following page
22. Please complete the following chart for

be pro vided at

Name

I

the

end 0f this

of

Predecessor Firm

all

New Business ONL Y.

predecessor firms

for

whom

coverage

is

desired: (Additional detail

can

application or in a separate an‘achmenr.)

—

—

Date
Established

I

for

- Date -

%of

Dissolved

Officers or Partners
A

F

Principals,0wners,

Who

Joinedthe Successor

-

At

—

Least50%

of

I

Assets Assumed by
Successor -

DYes DNo
23. a.

b.

What

is the inception date of your
maintained without interruption?

first

Please complete the following chart
during the past 4 years:

(If

Lawyers Professional

for all

which has been

Lawyers Professional Liability insurance coverage carried by your
check here D.)

firm

currently uninsured, please

Policy Period

Carrier

Liability policy

Limits

Deductible

Number

Premium

of

Attorneys

Retroactive
Date(s)

Current Year
Prior

Year

Prior

Year 2

Prior

Year 3

If

yes

24.

1

for

Questions 24 & 25, please provide details at the end of the application or in a separate attachment.

Has any person
professional

non-payment
25.

Has any

of

been declined
insurance or had such insurance non-renewed or cancelled, other than for

or entity seeking coverage under this proposed policy ever

liability

premium?

(Missouri Applicants:

Do

in your firm ever had a disciplinary complaint filed with any court,
agency or regulatory body, or been disbarred, suspended, reprimanded,
held in contempt?

attorney

administrative

sanctioned or

26. During the past 7 years,

has any professional

liability

claim or suit been

made

DYGS UNO

or brought

against your firm, a predecessor firm, or any current or former firm member?
If yes, please complete a Claim, Suit, or Incident Supplement for each claim or
27.

UYGS UNO

not complete this question.)

DYGS DNO
suit.

Do you or any member or employee of your firm have knowledge of any incident, act, error, or
omission that is or could be the basis of a claim under this proposed professional liability policy?
If yes, please complete a Claim, Suit, or Incident Supplement for each incident, act, error, or omission.

DYeS UNO

COMPENSA TION NO TICE
Important Notice Regarding Compensation Disclosure
For information about how Travelers compensates independent agents, brokers, or other insurance producers, please
visitthis website: httnzllwww.travelers.com/wSc/qual/Producer Compensation Disclosure.htm|
If you prefer, you can call the following toII-free number: 1-866-904-8348.
Or you can write
Compensation, One Tower Square, Hartford, CT 06183.

to

us at Travelers Agency

FHA UD WARNINGS
Attention: lnsureds in Alabama, Arkansas, D.C., Maryland, New Mexico, and Rhoda Island
Any person who knowingly (or willfully in MD) presents a false or fraudulent claim for payment of a loss or benefit or who
knowingly (or willfully in MD) presents false information in an application for insurance is guilty of a crime and may be
subject to fines and confinement in prison.
Attention: lnsureds in Colorado
It is unlawful to knowingly provide false, incomplete, or misleading facts or information to an insurance company for the
purpose of defrauding or attempting to defraud the company. Penalties may include imprisonment, fines, denial of
insurance, and civil damages. Any insurance company or agent of an insurance company who knowingly provides false,
incomplete, or misleading facts or information to a policyholder or claimant for the purpose of defrauding or attempting to
defraud the policyholder or claimant with regard to a settlement or award payable from insurance proceeds shall be
reported to the Colorado Division of Insurance within the Department of Regulatory Agencies.
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Attention: Insureds in Florida
Any person who knowingly and with intent t0 injure, defraud, or deceive any insurer files a statement of claim or an
application containing any false, incomplete, or misleading information is guilty of a felony of the third degree.
Attention: Insureds in Kentucky, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania
Any person who knowingly and with intent t0 defraud any insurance company or other person files an application for
insurance or statement 0f claim containing any materially false information or conceals for the purpose of misleading,
information concerning any fact material thereto commits a fraudulent insurance act, which is a crime and subjects such
person t0 criminal and civil penalties. (In New York, the civil penalty is not to exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000) and
the stated value of the claim for each such violation.)
Attention: Insureds in Louisiana, Maine, Tennessee, Virginia, and Washington
It is a crime t0 knowingly provide false, incomplete, or misleading information to an insurance company for the purpose of
defrauding the company. Penalties include imprisonment, fines, and denial of insurance benefits.
Attention: Insureds in Oregon
Any person who knowingly presents a false or fraudulent claim for payment of a loss or benefit or who knowingly presents
false information in an application for insurance may be guilty of a crime and may be subject to fines and confinement in
pﬂson.
Attention: Insureds in Puerto Rico
Any person who knowingly and with the intention of defrauding presents false information

in an insurance application, or
a loss or any other benefit, or
presents more than one claim for the same damage or loss, shall incur a felony and, upon conviction, shall be sanctioned
for each violation with the penalty of a fine of not less than five thousand dollars ($5,000) and not more than ten thousand
dollars ($10,000), or a fixed term of imprisonment for three (3) years, or both penalties. Should aggravating circumstances
extenuating circumstances
be present, the penalty thus established may be increased to a maximum of five (5) years;
are present,
may be reduced to a minimum of two (2) years.

presents, helps, 0r causes the presentation of a fraudulent claim for the

payment

of

if

it

SIGNA TUBES
The undersigned Authorized Representative represents
reasonable

inquiry, the

statements provided

by Travelers as the basis

in

response

for providing insurance.

knowledge and belief, and after
and complete, and may be relied upon
Travelers of any material changes to the

that to the best of his or her

to this Application are true

The Applicant

will

notify

information provided.

D Electronic Signature and Acceptance — Authorized Representative"
electronically submitting this document, electronically sign this form by checking the Electronic Signature and
Acceptance box above. By doing so, the Applicant agrees that use of a key pad, mouse, or other device to check the
Electronic Signature and Acceptance box constitutes acceptance and agreement as
signed in writing and has the same
force and effect as a signature affixed by hand.
*If

if

Authorized Representative Signature:

Authorized Representative

Name and

Title:

X
Producer

________________________________________________________

Name

(required

in

FL &

X

State Producer License

IA):
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INSURANCE AGENT OR BROKER MUST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
Submitting agency name:

Address

DSub-produced

DDirect

(street, city, state, zip

code):

Phone:

Fax:

Licensed producer name:

Email:

License number:

ADDITIONAL INFORMA TION:
In

the section below you

may

provide additional information to any of the questions

in

this application.

Please reference

the question number.
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